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a b s t r a c t

This paper applies load variation method to predict speed-power-rpm relationship along with propulsive
performances in regular head waves, and to derive overload factors (ITTC, 2018). ‘Calm-water tests’ and
‘resistance test in waves’ are used. The modified overload factors are proposed taking non-linearity into
consideration, and applied to the direct powering, and resistance and thrust identity method. These
indirect methods are evaluated through comparing the speed-power-rpm relationships with those ob-
tained from the resistance and self-propulsion tests in calm water and in waves. The objective ship is
KVLCC2. The load variation method predicts well the speed-power-rpm relationship and propulsion
performances in waves. The direct powering method with modified overload factors also predicts well.
The resistance and thrust identity method with modified overload factor predicts with a little difference.
The direct powering method with overload factors predicts with a relatively larger difference.
© 2021 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access

article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The power of ocean-going ships increases to maintain constant
ship speed or the ship speed would involuntarily decrease at con-
stant power. The prediction of power increase (or speed loss) is
essential to design the hull form, to analyze speed sea trial tests, to
estimate the weather factor in Energy Efficiency Design Index
(EEDI) formula (MEPC 66/21Annex 5, 2014), fuel consumption and
sea margin; and to find the optimal seaway route for eco-operation.
The involuntary speed loss arises because of the added resistance
due to wind, wave, water temperature, roughness (or fouling),
rudder angle, drift angle, etc.

Power increase (or speed loss) in waves have been predicted
with the empirical formula (Berlekom, 1981; Kwon, 2008), exper-
imental (Nakamura and Naito, 1975; Chuang and Steen, 2011; Seo
et al., 2020) or computational (Lee et al., 2019) methods.
Berlekom (1981) proposed a formula to predict the power increase
ratio using the ratios of resistance and propeller-open-water (POW)
efficiency in seas to those in calm water. Kwon (2008) proposed a
simple semi-empirical formula to predict speed loss using Beaufort
f Naval Architects of Korea.
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number (BN) and ship displacement. The ship speed e engine po-
wer e propeller revolution (hereafter called as ‘speed-power-rpm’)
relationship inwaves can be directly obtained from themodel tests;
resistance, POW and self-propulsion tests in calm water (hereafter
called as ‘calm-water tests’), and resistance and self-propulsion
tests in waves (hereafter called as ‘wave tests’; Nakamura and
Naito, 1975; Chuang and Steen, 2011; Seo et al., 2020). The time-
averaged values of POW in waves are the same as those in calm
water (McCarthy et al., 1961; Nakamura and Naito, 1975) as long as
the propeller is sufficiently submerged to avoid aeration effects.
This direct method is accurate, however, it incurs much cost and
time. To overcome these shortcomings, various indirect methods
have been proposed utilizing 1) ‘calm-water tests’ and ‘resistance
test in waves’: load variation method (LVM; Lee et al., 2019), direct
powering method (DPM; ITTC, 2012; Lee et al., 2019), resistance
and thrust identity methods (RTIM; ITTC, 2014), 2) ‘calm-water
tests’, and ‘torque and propeller revolution in self-propulsion test in
irregular waves’ (QNM; ITTC, 2014), 3) ‘calm-water tests’, and
‘thrust and propeller revolution in self-propulsion test in irregular
waves’ (TNM; ITTC, 2014). In the LVM, the added resistance in
waves (RAW) is assumed to act as an external towing force, and
difference of the viscous force between model and ship scale in
waves is the same as that in calmwater (Lee et al., 2019). The DPM,
in which the power increase (or speed loss) in waves is directly
sevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://
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Nomenclature

Alphabetical symbols
B ship breadth

CAW added resistance coefficient in waves
�
¼ RAW

rgz2aB2=LPP

�
CF frictional resistance coefficient, non-dimensionlized

by r$S0$V2
�
¼ 0:075

ðlog10RN�2Þ2

!

CnAW added propeller revolution coefficient in waves�
¼ nAW$V$D3

P

gz2aB2=LPP

�
CPDAW added delivered power coefficient in waves�

¼ PDAW

rg1:5z2aB2=
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
LPP

p
�

CQAW added torque coefficient in waves
�
¼ QAW

rgz2aDPB2=LPP

�
CR residual resistance coefficient in calm water, non-

dimensionlized by r$S0$V2

CT total resistance coefficient in calm water, non-
dimensionlized by r$S0$V2

CTAW added thrust coefficient in waves
�
¼ TAW

rgz2aB2=LPP

�
DP diameter of propeller
FD viscous force difference between model and ship

scale
FN Froude number ½ ¼ V=

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
g$LPP

p �
g gravitational constant (¼9.81 m/s2)
GM metacentric height
H wave height
J propeller advance coefficient ½ ¼ VA=ðn $DPÞ�
k (a) form factor (b) hull roughness
KG distance from the keel to the center of gravity (¼KM-

GM)
KT thrust coefficient ½ ¼ T=ðr $n2 $D4

PÞ�
KQ torque coefficient ½ ¼ Q=ðr $n2 $D5

PÞ�
kyy moment of inertia
LCB longitudinal center of buoyancy forward of midship
LPP length between perpendiculars
LWL length at waterline
n propeller revolution
PD delivered power ð¼ 2pn $QÞ
Q propeller torque
RN Reynolds number ½ ¼ ðV $LPPÞ=n�
rpm (a) propeller revolution (b) revolution per minute
RT total resistance
S0 wetted surface area in calm water
t thrust deduction fraction ½ ¼ 1 � RT=T �
T (a) draft (b) propeller thrust
TF towing force
VA advance speed

w wake fraction

Greek symbols
DCF roughness allowance coefficient ð¼

½105 $ðkS=LWLÞ1=3 � 0:64� �10�3Þ
△n rpm increase due to waves at constant power ð¼

nW � nCÞ
DPD power increase due to waves at constant ship speed

ð¼ PDW � PDCÞ
DV speed loss due to waves at constant power ð¼ VC �

VW Þ
z wave elevation
hD propulsive efficiency ð¼ PE =PD ¼ hR $hO $hHÞ
hH hull efficiency ½ ¼ ð1 � tÞ=ð1 � wÞ�
hO POW efficiency ½ ¼ ðJ0 =2pÞ $ðKT0 =KQ0Þ�
hR relative rotative efficiency ð¼ Q0 =QÞ
l (a) wave length (b) scale ratio ð¼ LPPS =LPPMÞ
n fluid kinematic viscosity
r fluid density
4AW added 4 due to waves ð¼ 4W �4CÞ at constant ship

speed, where 4 ¼ J, n, PD, Q, R, T, t, w, hD, hH, hO, hR

V displacement volume
▽n difference of propeller revolution in waves obtained

from between indirect method and ‘wave tests’
▽PD difference of delivered power inwaves obtained from

between indirect method and ‘wave tests’
▽V difference of ship speed in waves obtained from

between indirect method and ‘wave tests’
▽4%W percentage ratio of ▽4 using ‘indirect method’ to 4

using ‘wave tests’, where 4 ¼ n, PD and V

Subscripts
M model scale
O open water
S ship scale

Superscripts
C calm water
W waves

Acronyms
BN Beaufort number
DPM direct powering method
EEDI Energy Efficiency Design Index
ITTC International Towing Tank Conference
LVM load variation method
MEPC Marine Environment Protection Committee
POW propeller-open-water
QNM torque and revolution method
RTIM resistance and thrust identity method
TNM thrust and revolution method
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predicted by reading off the speed-power curve, has commonly
been used to analyze speed sea trial test results in ship yards
because of the simplicity in spite of the lack of theoretical back-
ground (ITTC, 2012; Lee et al., 2019). Three methods to predict
power increase in irregular waves based on regular wave test re-
sults are described in the ITTC (2014); QNM, TNM, and RTIM. The
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overload factors (ITTC, 2018) have been applied to estimate pro-
pulsive efficiency and propeller revolution in waves.

This paper applies the LVM to predict speed-power-rpm rela-
tionship alongwith propulsive performances in regular headwaves
using ‘calm-water tests’ and ‘resistance test inwaves’, and to derive
overload factors (ITTC, 2018). The overload factors are modified to



Table 1
Principal dimensions of ship and propeller.

(a) Ship (KVLCC2)

Ship Model

l 1.00 58.0
LPP [m] 320.0 5.517
LWL [m] 325.5 5.612
B [m] 58.0 1.000
T [m] 20.8 0.359
▽[m3] 312,622 1.602
S0 [m2] 27,194 8.084
LCB [%LPP] 3.48 3.48
KG [m] 18.6 0.321
GM [m] 5.71 0.098
kyy/LPP 0.25 0.25

(b) Propeller (KP458)

No. of propeller blade 4
DP [m] 0.170
Pitch-diameter ratio at 0.7 RP 0.721
Expanded area ratio 0.431
Hub-diameter ratio 0.155
Rotation direction clockwise

Fig. 2. Propeller-open-water characteristics at model scale.
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improve the accuracy taking non-linearity into consideration. The
modified overload factors are applied to the DPM and RTIM. The
LVM, DPM, and RTIM are evaluated through comparing the speed-
power-rpm relationships with those of the ‘wave tests’. The
objective ship is KVLCC2. The wave conditions are regular head
waves of l/LPP ¼ 0.6 and 1.0 with three wave steepness ratios at 3
model speeds corresponding to ship speeds of 13.5, 14.5 and 15.5
knots (design speed). In the case of l/LPP¼ 0.6 at design speed, two
more wave steepness ratios have been used.

2. Objective ship

The objective ship is the KRISO very large crude oil carrier
(KVLCC2), which was designed by the Korea Research Institute for
Ship and Ocean Engineering (KRISO) to provide data for both the
explication of flow physics and CFD validation for themodern 300 k
DWT tanker with bulbous bow and stern (Van et al., 1998). No full-
scale ships exist.

The principal dimensions of KVLCC2 at the full-load draft and
propeller (KP458) are listed in Table 1.

The design speed is 15.5 knots corresponding to VM ¼ 1.047 m/s,
in which FN ¼ 0.142 and RNM ¼ 7.11 � 106.

The body plans and side view of the KVLCC2 are presented in
Fig. 1.

3. Experiments

The speed-power-rpm along with propulsive performances are
directly obtained from the experimental results of the ‘calm-water
tests’ and the ‘wave tests’. The ‘calm-water tests’ denote resistance,
POW, and self-propulsion test in calm water. The ‘wave tests’
denote resistance and self-propulsion test in waves. The POW test
Fig. 1. Body plans and side view of the KVLCC2.
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in waves was not carried out. Details are well described in the
prequel of the present study by Seo et al. (2020). The present study
utilizes ‘calm-water tests’ and ‘resistance test in waves’.
3.1. Calm-water tests

The resistance test has been carried out in the range of
VM ¼ 0.57e1.11 m/s (corresponding to VS ¼ 8.5e16.5 knots) with
DVM ¼ 0.068 m/s (corresponding to DVS ¼ 1.0 knots) interval.
During the resistance test, neither rudder nor appendage is fitted to
the model ship.

The form factor (1þk) is 1.258, which is determined from the
resistance test at low speed region (ITTC, 2002). The CTS without
bilge keels is (ITTC, 2008):

CTS¼ð1þ kÞ $CFS þDCF þCAþCR þ CAAS (1)

Here, CA (correlation allowance) and CAAS (air resistance coef-
ficient) are not taken into account.

The POW test has been conducted by gradually increasing car-
riage speed from zero until KT becomes negative with △J ¼ 0.05
interval while keeping the nM constant (¼18.33 rps). The immer-
sion of propeller shaft is 1.5 DP. As shown in Fig. 2, the characteristic
curves well agree with those of the HMRI experiment (http://www.
simman2019.kr/).

The self-propulsion test has been conducted at 5 carriage speeds
of VM ¼ 0.84e1.11 m/s (corresponding to VS ¼ 12.5e16.5 knots)
with DVM ¼ 0.068 m/s (corresponding to DVS ¼ 1.0 knots) interval.
For each speed, the propeller revolutions are varied widely to cover
4 loadings including the self-propulsion point. At model scale, the
towing force (TF) is zero at the self-propulsion point. At ship scale,
however, the TF should be corrected by the viscous force difference
between model- and ship-scale (FD);

FD¼1
2
rM $ S0M $V2

M$½ð1þ kÞðCFM �CFSÞ�DCF � (2)

The CF is obtained from the ITTC-1957 model-ship correlation
line and the DCF is roughness allowance coefficient.

Fig. 3 shows the procedures for obtaining nM, TM and QM at the
self-propulsion point using load-variation method. The gradients
are nearly samewith constant interval. The nM, TM and QM at a self-
propulsion point are obtained by reading off those of the self-
propulsion test at the FD, as displayed in the lines with arrows.

The resistance and propulsion performances at ship scale are
predicted utilizing the revised ITTC-78 method (ITTC, 2008).
Resistance and propulsion performances at various ship speeds in
calm water are summarized in Table 2.

http://www.simman2019.kr/
http://www.simman2019.kr/


Fig. 3. Procedures for obtaining nM, TM and QM at the self-propulsion point using load-variation method.

Table 2
Resistance and propulsion performances at various ship speeds in calm water.

VS [kts] RTM [N] FD [N] nM [rps] TM [N] QM [N-m] PDS [kW] nS [rpm] J t w hH hR hO hD

12.5 12.89 7.13 6.73 7.46 0.1305 9839 57.74 0.415 0.227 0.388 1.263 1.094 0.549 0.754
13.5 14.84 8.16 7.31 8.55 0.1550 12,632 62.49 0.423 0.219 0.375 1.250 1.065 0.556 0.736
14.5 16.92 9.24 7.93 9.77 0.1826 15,999 67.37 0.429 0.214 0.363 1.234 1.040 0.561 0.717
15.5 19.16 10.39 8.59 11.13 0.2135 20,026 72.44 0.435 0.212 0.351 1.214 1.022 0.566 0.700
16.5 21.58 11.59 9.32 12.66 0.2477 24,809 77.79 0.440 0.211 0.338 1.191 1.010 0.571 0.685
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3.2. Resistance test in waves

The wave conditions are regular head waves of l/LPP ¼ 0.6 and
1.0 with three wave steepness ratios at three model speeds. The
wave steepness ratios are H/l ¼ 0.008, 0.011 and 0.017 for the l/
LPP ¼ 0.6; and H/l ¼ 0.004, 0.008 and 0.011 for the l/LPP ¼ 1.0. In
the case of l/LPP ¼ 0.6 at design speed, two more wave steepness
ratios of H/l ¼ 0.024 and 0.032 are used. The wave heights of
l¼ 192.0 m (l/LPP¼ 0.6) are 1.54, 2.11, 3.26, 4.61 and 6.41m at ship
scale. Three carriage speeds of VM ¼ 0.91, 0.99 and 1.05 m/s cor-
responding to VS ¼ 13.5, 14.5 and 15.5 knots are used.

The effects of l/LPP at design speed and H/l for various speeds
on the non-dimensional values of RAW (CAW) are displayed in Fig. 4.
The CAW is based on the square of wave amplitude as described in
the nomenclature. The CAW for l/LPP at the design speed are similar
to those of other works (Hwang et al., 2013; Sadat-Hosseini et al.,
2013; Kim et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2017; Yu et al., 2017). The solid
line of Fig. 4(a) presents the results of potential-flow solver
Fig. 4. Effects of wave length and steepness o

Table 3
Speed-power-rpm relationship in waves using the ‘wave tests’.

VS ¼ 13.5 knots VS ¼ 14.5 knots

l [m] H [m] PDS [kW] nS [rpm] PDS [kW] n

192.8 1.55 14,719 65.07 18,973 7
192.9 2.50 18,549 69.25 23,510 7
192.9 3.33 23,077 73.78 29,192 7
318.5 1.36 15,267 65.71 20,001 7
319.7 2.41 19,687 70.41 25,195 7
318.8 3.29 25,885 76.37 32,283 8
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combined with empirical formula of the modified Fujii and Taka-
hashi's formula (Yu et al., 2017). The dashed line of Fig. 4(b) pre-
sents the experimental results of H/l ¼ 0.007, 0.017, 0.023 and
0.033 at l/LPP ¼ 0.6 and VS ¼ 15.5 knots. If the RAW has quadratic
dependence on wave amplitude, the CAW should be constant for H/
l. However, the CAW does not show quadratic dependency for
constant l/LPP as discussed in other works (Liu and Papanikolaou,
2011; Yasukawa et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2017, 2019;
Yu et al., 2017; Kim et al., 2019). CAW rapidly decreases for smaller
H/l range (H/l < 0.01), and decreases slowly for higher H/l range
(H/l > 0.015).

The speed-power-rpm relationship in waves using the ‘wave
tests’ are listed in Table 3.

The speed-power-rpm relationships in calm water and in reg-
ular head waves using the ‘wave tests’ are shown in Fig. 5. Dashed
lines are those of the ‘calm-water tests’. The ship speed and pro-
peller revolution at PD ¼ 20,026 kW, which are within interpola-
tion region, are also displayed and listed in Table 3. The blanked is
n the added resistance (Seo et al., 2020).

VS ¼ 15.5 knots PDS ¼ 20,026 kW

S [rpm] PDS [kW] nS [rpm] VS [Knots] nS [rpm]

0.53 24,069 76.31 14.72 71.79
4.94 29,662 81.17 13.81 70.97
9.93 36,170 86.28
1.56 25,265 77.42 14.51 71.59
6.50 31,824 82.91 13.56 70.80
2.49 39,972 89.07



Fig. 5. Speed-power-rpm relationship in calm water and in regular head waves using
the ‘wave tests’ (Seo et al., 2020).

Fig. 6. Block diagram of procedures for obtaining speed-power-rpm relationship and
propulsive performances in calm water and in waves, and deriving overload factors
using the LVM.
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out of interpolation range. The ‘power increase due to waves’
(DPD ¼ PDS

W - PDS
C) is defined as the difference between the

delivered power in waves and that in calm water at constant ship
speed condition. The ‘speed loss due to waves’ (DV ¼ VS

C - VS
W) is

defined as the difference between the speed in calmwater and that
in waves at constant power condition. The ‘rpm increase due to
waves’ (Dn ¼ nW - nC) is defined as the difference between the
propeller revolution in waves and that in calm water at constant
power condition. The power increase and speed loss are related to
the sea margin and weather factor in EEDI formula (MEPC 66/
21Annex 5, 2014), respectively.
4. Prediction of speed-power-rpm

The LVM, DPM, and RTIM are evaluated through comparing the
speed-power-rpm relationships in regular head waves with those
of the ‘wave tests’. Those methods use the ‘calm-water tests’ and
‘resistance test inwaves’. The propulsive performances inwaves are
predicted, and the overload factors are derived utilizing the LVM.
The overload factors are modified, and applied to the DPM and
RTIM.
4.1. Load variation method (LVM)

Fig. 6 shows the block diagram of procedures for obtaining
speed-power-rpm relationship and propulsive performances in
calm water and in waves, and deriving overload factors using the
LVM. The right and left hand sides are those of the revised ITTC-78
method based on the ‘thrust identity’ (ITTC, 2018) in calm water
and inwaves for analyzing resistance and propulsion performances
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at ship scale, respectively. The POW characteristic curves in calm
water are used.

The LVM inwaves utilizes the load-variation results of the ‘calm-
water tests’ and added resistance in waves to obtain propeller
revolution, thrust, and torque in waves at the self-propulsion point
through changing the towing force in waves.

The RAW is assumed to act as an external towing force. Then the
TF in waves (TFW) at the self-propulsion point is obtained from Eq.
(3);

TFW ¼ FD� RAWM (3)

The FD inwaves is assumed to be the same as that in calmwater
(FDW ¼ FDC ¼ FD), since the wetted surface area of a full slow ship
in waves is nearly same as that in calm water.

The nM
W, TMW, and QM

W at the self-propulsion point are obtained by
reading off those of the self-propulsion test in ‘calm-water tests’,
which is displayed as process (C) in Fig. 7. The processes (A) and (B)
denote the ‘calm-water tests’ and ‘wave tests’, respectively.

The towing force, propeller revolution, thrust, and torque in
waves at the self-propulsion point using ‘wave tests’ and LVM are
listed in Table 4. The self-propulsion point in waves changes to
increase nM, TM and QM, which is very similar to that of the ‘wave
tests’. The nM

W, TMW, and QM
Wobtained from the LVM are slightly larger

than those obtained from the ‘wave test’ by 0.6e0.7%, 0.3e0.7% and
0.3%, respectively.

The resistance and propulsion performances at ship scale are
obtained from the (RTM

W , FD, nM
W, TMW, QM

W) at the given VM using the
revised ITTC-78 method based on the ‘thrust identity’.

Fig. 8 shows the effect of ship speed on the resistance and
propulsion performances in waves at ship scale. At constant ship
speed, the RTS

W increases due to the RAWS [Fig. 8(a)], thus, the nS
W, TSW

and QS
W increase to balance the over-loaded propeller [Fig. 8(b), (c),

(d)]. Then the PDS
W (¼ 2p.nS

W.QS
W) increases [Fig. 8(e)]. The ‘power

increase due to waves’ can be estimated from Fig. 8(e). The tSW (¼ 1
e RTS

W/TSW) decreases with increasing the RTS
W (although TSW also in-

creases, the increasing rate of RTS
W is greater than that of TSW)

[Fig. 8(f)]. The wS
W also decreases with similar tendency to the tSW

[Fig. 8(g)]. Thus, the hHS
W [¼ (1 e tSW)/(1 e wS

W)] decreases with
decreasing the wS

W (although the tSW also decreases, the rate of
decreasing wS

W is greater than that of tSW) [Fig. 8(h)]. The JSW [ ¼ VS(1
e wS

W)/(nS
W.DPS)] decreases with increasing nS

W (although the wS
W

decreases) [Fig. 8(i)]. Thus, the hOS
W decreases with the same ten-

dency to the JSW [Fig. 8(j)]. The hRS
W (¼ Q0S

W/QS
W, where the subscript



Fig. 7. Procedure for obtaining nM, TM and QM at the self-propulsion point utilizing the ‘calm-water tests’ in the case of l/LPP ¼ 0.603, H/l ¼ 0.013 and VS ¼ 15.5 knots.

Table 4
Towing force, propeller revolution, thrust, and torque in waves at the self-propulsion point using ‘wave tests’ and LVM.

VS ¼ 13.5 knots VS ¼ 14.5 knots VS ¼ 15.5 knots

l/LPP H/l TF [N] nM [rps] TM [N] QM [N-m] TF [N] nM [rps] TM [N] QM [N-m] TF [N] nM [rps] TM [N] QM [N-m]

(a) Wave tests
0.603 0.008 8.16 7.66 9.44 0.1741 9.24 8.36 10.95 0.2077 10.39 9.15 12.60 0.2450
0.602 0.013 8.16 8.28 11.07 0.2086 9.24 9.04 12.73 0.2448 10.39 9.92 14.59 0.2866
0.602 0.017 8.16 8.97 12.86 0.2457 9.24 9.83 14.77 0.2886 10.39 10.75 16.75 0.3325
0.996 0.004 8.16 7.74 9.69 0.1790 9.24 8.52 11.34 0.2163 10.39 9.33 13.02 0.2540
1.001 0.008 8.16 8.46 11.55 0.2184 9.24 9.28 13.33 0.2579 10.39 10.19 15.32 0.3021
0.997 0.010 8.16 9.36 13.93 0.2672 9.24 10.25 15.85 0.3112 10.39 11.21 17.95 0.3580
(b) LVM
0.603 0.008 7.34 7.68 9.52 0.1754 8.19 8.40 11.02 0.2088 9.09 9.18 12.68 0.2459
0.602 0.013 5.98 8.30 11.14 0.2093 6.71 9.07 12.78 0.2459 7.42 9.94 14.67 0.2877
0.602 0.017 4.47 8.99 12.93 0.2470 4.98 9.86 14.84 0.2890 5.60 10.77 16.83 0.3329
0.996 0.004 7.12 7.78 9.78 0.1809 7.85 8.55 11.42 0.2173 8.73 9.35 13.11 0.2550
1.001 0.008 5.57 8.48 11.62 0.2194 6.18 9.31 13.41 0.2589 6.80 10.23 15.41 0.3032
0.997 0.010 3.56 9.40 14.01 0.2696 4.05 10.28 15.94 0.3120 4.57 11.24 18.06 0.3587
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0 denotes openwater) decreases with increasing QS
W [Fig. 8(k)]. The

hDS
W consequently decreases due to the reduced hHS

W, hOS
W and hRS

W

[Fig. 8(l)]. Thus, the delivered power rapidly increases to maintain
the constant ship speed due to the increased RTS

W and the decreased
hDS
W (PD ¼ RTS

. VS/hD).
Fig. 9 shows the effect of wave steepness on the resistance and

propulsion performances in waves at ship scale. The values on the
y-axis of Fig. 9 (b) ~ (e) are the non-dimensional values of nAW, TAW,
QAW and PDAW, which are based on the square of wave amplitude;
CnAW, CTAW, CQAW and CPDAW, respectively. Those definitions are
described in the nomenclature. The CTAW, CQAW, CnAW and CPDAW

show similar tendencies with the CAW. For smaller H/l range (H/
l < 0.01), CnAW, CTAW, CQAW and CPDAW rapidly decreases. For higher
H/l range (H/l > 0.015), CnAW, CTAW, CQAW and CPDAW decreases
slowly. The added propulsive performances due to waves (tAW,
wAW, hHAW, JAW, hOAW, hRAW and hDAW) rapidly decrease for smaller
H/l range (H/l < 0.015), and decreases slowly for higher H/l range
(H/l > 0.015).

To know these performances at constant delivered power con-
dition, it is necessary to investigate the resistance and propulsion
performances versus delivered power in waves as displayed in
Fig. 10. The ship speed in waves significantly decreases [Fig. 10(a)].
The ‘speed loss due to waves’ can be estimated from Fig. 10(a). The
RTS
W, nS

W, TSW and QS
W increase almost linearly as PDS

W increases
[Fig. 10(b) ~ (e)]. The RTS and TS slightly increase [Fig. 10(b), (d)], and
nS slightly decreases in waves [Fig. 10(c)] at constant delivered
power. The ‘rpm loss due towaves’ can be estimated from Fig. 10(c).
The tSW, wS

W, hHS
W, and hRS

W decrease almost linearly as PDS
W increases

[Fig. 10(f), (g), (h), (k)]. The JSW (¼ VA/n∙DP) significantly decreases
due to the speed loss in waves [Fig. 10(i)]. The hOS

W shows similar
tendency as JSW [Fig. 10(j)]. Consequently, the hDS

W significantly de-
creases, which is mainly due to the decreasing hOS

W [Fig. 10(l)].
The propulsive performances in waves, discussed in Figs. 8e10,

present good agreement with those of the ‘wave tests’ (Seo et al.,
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2020).
The differences of delivered power [▽PD ¼ PDS(LVM) e

PDS(wave tests)] and propeller revolution in waves [▽n ¼ nS(LVM)
e nS(wave tests)] obtained from between the LVM and the ‘wave
test’, and difference ratios to the ‘wave tests’ defined as Eq. (4) are
listed in Table 5.

▽4%W ¼4ðmethodÞ � 4ðwave testsÞ
4ðwave testsÞ �100 ð%Þ;

where method¼ LVM; DPM; RTIM; 4¼ PDW
S ;nWS ;VW

S

(4)

The delivered powers and propeller revolutions of the LVM
agreewell with those of the ‘wave tests’ in the range of 0.1 <▽PD%
W < 1.0 and 0.0 <▽n%W < 0.2. Hence, it is reasonable assumption
that the RAW acts as an external towing force, and the FD inwaves is
the same as that in calm water.

The speed-power-rpm relationships in calm water and in reg-
ular head waves using the LVM are shown in Fig. 11. Dotted and
dashed lines are those of the ‘calm-water tests’ and ‘wave tests’,
respectively. The ship speed and propeller revolution at
PD ¼ 20,026 kW, which are within interpolation region, are also
displayed and listed in Table 5. The delivered powers and propeller
revolutions using the LVM agree well with those of the ‘wave tests’
in the range of ▽V%W ~ �0.1 and ▽n%W ~0.0 at PD ¼ 20,026 kW.
4.1.1. Overload factors
The overload factors are derived, and applied to predict deliv-

ered power and propeller revolution in waves when the added
resistance and delivered power in waves are known, respectively.

The propulsion efficiency (xP) and propeller revolution (xn) are
defined as the slopes of the fitted line to the data points with least
square method passing through (0,1) and (0,0) for {DRS/RTS

C ,hDS
W/

hDS
C } and {DPDS/PDS

C,DnS/nS
C}, respectively. The changes of the TF

(DTF ¼ TFX-FD) are selected as (ITTC, 2018);



Fig. 8. Resistance and propulsion performances versus ship speed in calm water and in waves.
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DRS
RCTS

¼ � TFX � FD
RCTM � FD

¼ ½�0:1;0:0; þ0:1; þ0:2� (5)

Here, DRS is the external towing force at ship scale which acts as
the RAWS. The positive, negative and zero values in the square
bracket denote over-, under-loaded and normal self-propulsion
conditions, respectively.

Fig. 12 (a) and (b) show the {hD
W/hD

C} versus {RAW/RT
C}, and {△n/

nC} versus {△PD/PDC} at ship scales, respectively. The solid lines
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with empty symbols denote the results using Eq. (5). The solid
symbols denote those from the LVM.

The hDS and △nS in waves are obtained as;

hWDS ¼hCDS

 
xP $

RAWS

RCTS
þ 1

!
(6)



Fig. 9. Effect of wave steepness on the added resistance and propulsion performances in waves at ship scale.
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DnWS ¼nCS $

 
xn $

DPDS

PDC
S

!
(7)

The {hDS
W/hDS

C } and {DnS/nS
C} are linear functions of {RAWS/RTS

C }
and {DPDS/PDS

C} in the range of RAWS/RTS
C < 0.1 and△PDS/PDS

C < 0.3,
respectively. Over these ranges, the hDS is under-estimating and
DnS is over-estimating. That means the PDS in waves are over-
estimating as △RRAWS increases, and nS (¼ nS

C þ DnS) in waves
are also over-estimating as △PDS increases.
4.2. Direct Powering Method (DPM)

Fig. 13 shows the block diagram of procedures for obtaining
speed-power-rpm relationship in waves using the DPM. The DPM
utilizes the speed-power-rpm relationship, total resistance and
propulsive efficiency in calm water, overload factors for propulsion
efficiency and propeller revolution, and added resistance in waves.
The speed-power-rpm relationship is improved through using the
modified overload factors.

The delivered power in waves (PDS
W) is obtained as follows;
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PDW
S ¼RWTS$V

W
S

hWDS
(8)

where

RWTS ¼RCTS þ RAWS (9)

RAWS ¼RAWM$l3$
rS
rM

(10)

hDS
W is obtained from Eq. (6). The RTS

W is obtained from Eq. (9),
where the RAWS is obtained from the Froude scale ratio of Eq. (10).

Propeller revolution in waves is obtained from Eq. (7), where
nS
W ¼ nS

C þ DnS
W.

The differences of delivered power [▽PD ¼ PD(DPM) e PD
(wave tests)] and propeller revolution in waves [▽n ¼ n(DPM) e n
(wave tests)] obtained from between the DPM with overload fac-
tors and the ‘wave test’, and difference ratios to the ‘wave tests’ are
listed in Table 6.

The delivered powers and propeller revolutions agree well with
those of the ‘wave tests’ in small H/l; ▽PD%W ¼ 0.6 and ▽n%
W¼ 0.1 in the case of l¼ 192.8m and H¼ 1.55m at VS¼ 13.5 knots.



Fig. 10. Resistance and propulsion performances versus delivered power in calm water and in waves.
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These differences become larger as H/l larger; ▽PD%W ¼ 8.5 and
▽n%W¼ 6.1 in the case of l¼ 318.8 m and H¼ 3.29 m at VS ¼ 13.5
knots. Those are due to the over-estimating PDS

W as explained in Eq.
(6), and the over-estimating DnS

W as explained in Eq. (7).
To treat these over-estimating PDS and nS, themodified overload

factors (M-OF) by adding second order polynomial regressions
passing through (0.0) are proposed;
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hWDS ¼hCDS

 
xP $

RAWS

RCTS
þ 1

!
þ dhDS (11)

DnWS ¼nCS $

 
xn $

DPDS

PDC
S

!
þ dnS (12)



Table 5
Differences of delivered power and propeller revolution in waves, and difference ratios to the ‘wave tests’ between the LVM and ‘wave tests’.

VS ¼ 13.5 knots VS ¼ 14.5 knots VS ¼ 15.5 knots PDS ¼ 20,026 kW

l [m] H [m] ▽PD [kW] ▽PD
%W

▽n [rpm] ▽n
%W

▽PD [kW] ▽PD
%W

▽n [rpm] ▽n
%W

▽PD [kW] ▽PD
%W

▽n [rpm] ▽n
%W

▽V [kts] ▽V
%W

▽n [rpm] ▽n
%W

192.8 1.55 97 0.7 0.05 0.1 101 0.5 0.10 0.1 89 0.4 0.08 0.1 �0.02 �0.1 �0.02 0.0
192.9 2.50 48 0.3 0.03 0.0 109 0.5 0.12 0.2 103 0.3 0.07 0.1 �0.01 �0.1 �0.01 0.0
192.9 3.33 131 0.6 0.04 0.1 25 0.1 0.07 0.1 27 0.1 0.03 0.0
318.5 1.36 150 1.0 0.11 0.2 93 0.5 0.11 0.1 90 0.4 0.04 0.1 �0.02 �0.1 0.00 0.0
319.7 2.41 92 0.5 0.09 0.1 82 0.3 0.08 0.1 101 0.3 0.09 0.1 �0.02 �0.1 �0.02 0.0
318.8 3.29 248 1.0 0.11 0.1 95 0.3 0.10 0.1 55 0.1 0.06 0.1

Fig. 11. Speed-power-rpm relationship in calm water and in regular head waves using
the LVM.
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where

dhDS ¼ a $
�
DRS

.
RCTS
�2 þ b$

�
DRS

.
RCTS
�

(13)

dnS ¼ a $
�
DPDS

.
PDC

S

�2 þ b$
�
DPDS

.
PDC

S

�
(14)

The xP, xn and coefficients of the second order polynomials are
listed in Table 7.

The differences of delivered power [▽PD ¼ PD(DPM) e PD
(wave tests)] and propeller revolution in waves [▽n ¼ n(DPM) e n
(wave tests)] obtained from between the DPM with the M-OF and
the ‘wave test’, and difference ratios to the ‘wave tests’ are listed in
Table 8. Applying the M-OF, the difference ratios become to
decrease from ▽PD%W ¼ 8.5 and ▽n%W ¼ 6.1 to ▽PD%W ¼ 0.8
and ▽n%W ¼ 0.1, respectively, in the case of l ¼ 318.8 m and
H ¼ 3.29 m at VS ¼ 13.5 knots. The delivered powers and propeller
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revolutions using theM-OF agree well with those of the ‘wave tests’
for all wave conditions.

The speed-power-rpm relationship in calmwater and in regular
head waves using the DPM with overload factor and modified-OF
are shown in Fig. 14. The delivered powers and propeller revolu-
tions of the DPM with OF at PD ¼ 20,026 kW show larger differ-
ences with those of the ‘wave tests’ in the range of �0.8 < ▽V%
W < �0.2 and 0.0 <▽n%W < 0.8. Those are improved from �0.8 <
▽V%W <�0.2 and 0.0 <▽n%W < 0.2 to�0.2 <▽V%W <�0.1 and
0.0 < ▽n%W < 0.2.

4.3. Resistance and Thrust Identity Method (RTIM)

Fig. 15 shows the block diagram of procedures for obtaining
speed-power-rpm relationship waves using the RTIM. The RTIM
utilizes the POW characteristic curves, total resistance, thrust
deduction and wake fractions, and propulsive efficiency in calm
water, overload factor for propeller revolution, and added resis-
tance in waves. The power-rpm relationship is improved through
using the modified overload factor.

The KT/J2 in waves can be obtained;

 
KT

J2

!W

¼ TWS
rS$D2

PS$V
2
S $ð1�wSÞ2

(15)

where

TWS ¼ RWTS
1� tS

(16)

The RTS
W is obtained from Eqs. (9) and (10). Thrust deduction and

wake fractions in waves are assumed to be the same as those in
calm water, that is, tSW ¼ tSC ¼ tS and wS

W ¼ wS
C ¼ wS.

Fig. 16 displays the procedure to obtain KPSW utilizing the POW
characteristic curves. The lines with arrows present the procedures
(A), (B) and (C) to obtain KP in the case of l/LPP¼ 0.6, H/l¼ 0.008 at
VS ¼ 15.5 knots.

On the KT/J2 curve, JS is obtained as shown in procedures (A) and
(B). At this JS value, power coefficient KPS is obtained on the KP curve
as shown in procedure (C). By using this KPS value, the power in
waves is calculated by using Eq. (17).

PDW
S ¼2p$nWS $QW

S ¼ 2p$KW
PS $rS$ð1�wSÞ3$V3

S $D
2
PS (17)

where

KW
PS ¼

 
KQS

J3S

!W

¼ QW
S $nWS

rS$D2
PS$
�
1�wW

S

�3
$V3

S

(18)

The propeller revolution in waves is obtained from Eq. (7),
where nS

W ¼ nS
C þ DnS

W.
The differences of delivered power [▽PD ¼ PD(RTIM) e PD



Fig. 12. Ratios of propulsion efficiency versus added resistance, and propeller revolution versus power increase.

Fig. 13. Block diagram of procedure for obtaining speed-power-rpm relationship in
waves using the DPM.

Table 7
Modified overload factors for propulsion efficiency and propeller revolution.

VS [kts] xP a b xn a b

13.5 �0.350 0.114 0.006 0.243 �0.035 0.004
14.5 �0.341 0.135 0.007 0.254 �0.036 0.014
15.5 �0.331 0.113 0.021 0.264 �0.035 0.024
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(wave tests)] and propeller revolution inwaves [▽n¼ n(RTIM) e n
(wave tests)] obtained from between the RTIMwith overload factor
for propeller revolution and the ‘wave test’, and difference ratios to
the ‘wave tests’ are listed in Table 9.

The delivered power in waves, obtained from Eq. (17), is under-

estimating due to the term of ð1�wSÞ3, and over-estimating due to
the term of KW

PS as shown in Fig. 11 by assuming the thrust deduc-
tion and wake fractions in waves are the same as those in calm
water, although those in waves are lower as shown in Fig. 8 (f) and
(g). These increasing and decreasing terms are compensated for
each other. The delivered powers agreewell with those of the ‘wave
Table 6
Differences of delivered power and propeller revolution in waves, and difference ratios o

VS ¼ 13.5 knots VS ¼ 14.5 knots

l [m] H [m] ▽PD [kW] ▽PD
%W

▽n [rpm] ▽n
%W

▽PD [kW] ▽PD
%W

▽n [rpm]

192.8 1.55 94 0.6 0.04 0.1 116 0.6 0.14
192.9 2.50 365 2.0 0.78 1.1 484 2.1 0.97
192.9 3.33 1239 5.4 2.73 3.7 1522 5.2 3.15
318.5 1.36 170 1.1 0.15 0.2 151 0.8 0.24
319.7 2.41 578 2.9 1.24 1.8 706 2.8 1.44
318.8 3.29 2212 8.5 4.68 6.1 2573 8.0 5.01
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tests’ except ▽PD%W ¼ 5.0/�3.6 in the cases of l ¼ 192.8/318.5 m
and H ¼ 1.55/3.29 m at VS ¼ 13.5/15.5 knots. Those are due to the
unbalanced compensating terms.

The propeller revolutions are higher than those of the ‘wave
tests’ by 0.0e2.5%, which is due to the non-linearity of the over-
load factor as explained in Eq. (7). To treat this over-estimating
nS, the modified overload factor for propeller revolution is
applied, which results are listed in Table 10. The ▽n%W is
improved from 0.0e2.5 to �0.2e1.2.

The speed-power-rpm relationships in calm water and in reg-
ular headwaves using the RTIMwith the OF andM-OF are shown in
Fig. 17. The propeller revolutions of the RTIM with the OF at
PD ¼ 20,026 kW show larger differences with those of the ‘wave
tests’ in the range of �0.1 < ▽n%W < 0.8. Those are improved
to �0.1 < ▽n%W < 0.2.

5. Conclusions

The load variation, direct powering, and resistance and thrust
identity methods have been applied to predict speed-power-rpm
relationship in regular head waves utilizing ‘calm-water tests’ and
‘resistance test in waves’. These methods have been evaluated
through comparing the speed-power-rpm relationships with those
of ‘wave tests’.
btained from between the DPM with overload factors and ‘wave tests’.

VS ¼ 15.5 knots PDS ¼ 20,026 kW

▽n
%W

▽PD [kW] ▽PD
%W

▽n [rpm] ▽n
%W

▽V [kts] ▽V
%W

▽n [rpm] ▽n
%W

0.2 104 0.4 0.10 0.1 �0.02 �0.2 0.00 0.0
1.3 531 1.8 1.00 1.2 �0.08 �0.6 0.37 0.5
3.9 1595 4.4 3.13 3.6
0.3 153 0.6 0.18 0.2 �0.03 �0.2 0.07 0.1
1.9 826 2.6 1.61 1.9 �0.11 �0.8 0.58 0.8
6.1 2698 6.7 5.03 5.7



Table 8
Differences of delivered power and propeller revolution in waves, and difference ratios obtained from between the DPM with the modified over-load factors and ‘wave tests’.

VS ¼ 13.5 knots VS ¼ 14.5 knots VS ¼ 15.5 knots PDS ¼ 20,026 kW

l [m] H [m] ▽PD [kW] ▽PD
%W

▽n [rpm] ▽n
%W

▽PD [kW] ▽PD
%W

▽n [rpm] ▽n
%W

▽PD [kW] ▽PD
%W

▽n [rpm] ▽n
%W

▽V [kts] ▽V
%W

▽n [rpm] ▽n
%W

192.8 1.55 57 0.4 �0.03 �0.0 47 0.2 0.16 0.2 �36 �0.1 0.21 0.3 �0.01 �0.1 0.13 0.2
192.9 2.50 70 0.4 0.06 0.1 33 0.1 0.40 0.5 �132 �0.4 0.61 0.7 �0.01 �0.1 0.10 0.1
192.9 3.33 144 0.6 0.09 0.1 �112 �0.4 0.59 0.7 �364 �1.0 1.03 1.2
318.5 1.36 110 0.7 0.03 0.0 30 0.1 0.20 0.3 �61 �0.2 0.25 0.3 �0.01 0.0 0.17 0.2
319.7 2.41 135 0.7 0.14 0.2 1 0.0 0.45 0.6 �176 �0.6 0.79 1.0 �0.02 �0.2 0.01 0.0
318.8 3.29 218 0.8 0.06 0.1 �196 �0.6 0.59 0.7 �504 �1.3 1.25 1.4

Fig. 14. Speed-power-rpm relationship in calm water and in regular head waves using the DPM.

Fig. 15. Block diagram of procedure for obtaining speed-power-rpm relationship in
waves using the RTIM.

Fig. 16. POW characteristic curves in ship.
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∙ Load variation method
- The self-propulsion point in waves obtained by changing
towing force is very similar to that of the ‘wave tests’. Thus, it is
reasonable assumption that the added resistance due towaves
acts as an external towing force.

- Speed-power-rpm relationship and propulsion performances
in waves present good agreement with those of ‘wave tests’.
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- The overload factors (ITTC, 2018) are available to predict
delivered power and propeller revolution in waves when the
added resistance and added delivered power in waves are
known, respectively in the linear region, where RAWS/RTS

C < 0.1
and △PDS/PDS

C < 0.3. Over these ranges, the delivered power
and propeller revolution are over-estimating.

- The modified overload factors taking non-linearity into
consideration are proposed, and applied to the DPM and RTIM.

∙ Direct powering method
- Using the overload factors, the delivered power and propeller
revolution are over-estimating.



Table 9
Differences of delivered power and propeller revolution in waves, and difference ratios obtained from between the RTIM with overload factor for propeller revolution and
‘wave tests’.

VS ¼ 13.5 knots VS ¼ 14.5 knots VS ¼ 15.5 knots PDS ¼ 20,026 kW

l [m] H [m] ▽PD [kW] ▽PD
%W

▽n [rpm] ▽n
%W

▽PD [kW] ▽PD
%W

▽n [rpm] ▽n
%W

▽PD [kW] ▽PD
%W

▽n [rpm] ▽n
%W

▽V [kts] ▽V
%W

▽n [rpm] ▽n
%W

192.8 1.55 737 5.0 0.81 1.2 484 2.6 0.53 0.7 161 0.7 0.16 0.2 �0.09 �0.6 �0.04 �0.1
192.9 2.50 495 2.7 0.94 1.4 77 0.3 0.53 0.7 �501 �1.7 0.01 0.0 �0.08 �0.6 0.38 0.5
192.9 3.33 200 0.9 1.48 2.0 �359 �1.2 1.14 1.4 �1068 �3.0 0.58 0.7
318.5 1.36 725 4.7 0.81 1.2 359 1.8 0.47 0.7 23 0.1 0.05 0.1 �0.08 �0.5 0.04 0.1
319.7 2.41 486 2.5 1.13 1.6 �35 �0.1 0.65 0.9 �649 �2.0 0.19 0.2 �0.09 �0.7 0.58 0.8
318.8 3.29 �67 �0.3 1.94 2.5 �623 �1.9 1.60 1.9 �1440 �3.6 1.08 1.2

Table 10
Percentage ratios of difference of propeller revolution in waves obtained from between the RTIM with modified overload factor for propeller revolution and ‘wave tests’.

VS ¼ 13.5 knots VS ¼ 14.5 knots VS ¼ 15.5 knots PDS ¼ 20,026 kW

l [m] H [m] ▽n [rpm] ▽n
%W

▽n [rpm] ▽n
%W

▽n [rpm] ▽n
%W

▽n [rpm] ▽n
%W

192.8 1.55 0.76 1.2 0.62 0.9 0.41 0.5 0.07 0.1
192.9 2.50 0.50 0.7 0.45 0.6 0.27 0.3 0.02 0.0
192.9 3.33 0.14 0.2 0.37 0.5 0.44 0.5
318.5 1.36 0.73 1.1 0.55 0.8 0.33 0.4 0.11 0.2
319.7 2.41 0.50 0.7 0.41 0.5 0.37 0.4 �0.06 �0.1
318.8 3.29 �0.18 �0.2 0.24 0.3 0.50 0.6

Fig. 17. Speed-power-rpm relationship in calm water and in regular head waves using the RTIM.
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- Applying the modified overload factors, the speed-power-rpm
relationships present good agreement with those of ‘wave
tests’.

∙ Resistance and thrust identity method
- The delivered powers generally agree with those of the ‘wave
tests’. A little difference occurs due to the assumption that the
thrust deduction and wake fractions in waves are the same as
those in calm water.

- Using the modified overload factor, the propeller revolution is
improved.

∙ It is reasonable to apply the Froude scale extension of added
resistance in waves from model to ship scale: direct powering
method, resistance and thrust identity method.
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∙ The order of difference ratios of delivered power and propeller
revolution in waves obtained from between the indirect
methods and the ‘wave test’ to the ‘wave tests’ are;
1 Load variation method: 0.1 < ▽PD%W < 1.0 and 0.0 < ▽n%

W < 0.2
2 Direct powering method with modified overload factors for

propulsion efficiency and propeller revolution: 1.3 < ▽PD%
W < 0.8 and 0.0 < ▽n%W < 1.4

3 Resistance and thrust identity method with modified over-
load factor for propeller revolution: 3.6 < ▽PD%W < 5.0
and �0.2 < ▽n%W < 1.2
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4 Resistance and thrust identity method with overload factor
for propeller revolution: 3.6 < ▽PD%W < 5.0 and 0.0 < ▽n%
W < 2.5

5 Direct powering method with overload factors for propulsion
efficiency and propeller revolution: 0.4 < ▽PD%W < 8.5 and
0.1 < ▽n%W < 6.1
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